
Symmetrie Integration Rules for Hypercubes
I. Error Coefficients

By J. N. Lyness

Abstract. A compact notation is introduced to describe and systematise sym-

metric integration rules and the Euler-Maclaurin expansion is used to describe their

error terms. The application to cytolic rules is discussed especially in relation to

the number of function evaluations required. This paper is devoted exclusively to

theory, illustrated by well-known results. This theory leads to new powerful inte-

gration rules which will be published shortly.

1. Notation. We consider in this paper symmetric integration rules for obtaining

numerical approximations to the integral of a function of n variables over an n-

dimensional hypercube. There exist a large number of such rules. In this section we

introduce a compact notation to describe them. We describe the notation in one

dimension first.
We suppose that we are interested in the integral of the function /( x ) between

the limits x = — a and x = a. We term this integral //. We also define a family of

basic integration rules 01(0). Each 61(a) is an operator which, when applied to a

function /( x ), results in the rule which assigns equal weight to the coordinates

x = — aa and x = aa. Thus we may write

(1.1) If = [jix) dx

and

(1.2) «(a)/ = aifi-aa) +/(«o)}.

It is trivial to show that both I and (R(a) are linear operators.

All symmetric integration rules may be considered as the weighted sum of basic

rules (Ria). For example, Simpson's rule R6 may be written

(1.3) AB = |fll(0)+i<R(l)

and it is easy to verify by direct substitution of (1.2) into (1.3) that

(1.4) RBf = I {fi-a) +4/(0)+ fia)}.

This integration rule is fully defined by the linear operator Rs in (1.3). Henceforth

we shall use the term "integration rule" to denote the linear operator which gener-

ates the rule in question.
We term an integration rule R, such as RB above, which is not itself a basic rule,

a composite rule. All composite rules may be written in the form

(1.5) R = E tM"i),
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where the ¿j, and ay are uniquely defined by Ä,f and vice versa. We consider in this

paper only those rules which integrate a constant function exactly. Thus, if fix) =

1, we have to ensure that Rf = //. This leads to a condition on the £y of (1.5),

namely,

(1.6) l=£*y.

We now generalise these definitions to n dimensions. We are interested here in

integration over a hypercube H of side 2a, bounded by the planes x¡ = =fc a

(t = 1, 2, • • ■ , n). We define If as the true integral of /(xi, a^ , • • • ,xn) over the

hypercube H. Thus

(1.7) If =  Í fix) dnx.
Ja

As in one dimension, we define a family of basic rules öt(aia2 • • • an). This rule

assigns an equal weight to each of a symmetrically situated set of points. This set

includes the point (aid, a2a, • ■ ■ , ana) and any point obtainable from this point

by permuting the coordinates and/or reversing the sign of any or all of the co-

ordinates. For example, the two-dimensional rule (Ria, ß) may be expressed as

/ (Ria, ß)f = ^- {fiaa, ßa) + /( -aa, ßa) + fiaa, -ßa) + /( -aa, -ßa)
(1.8) 8

+ fißa, aa) + /(-ßa, aa) + /(/So, - aa) + /(-ßa, -aa)}.

This requires eight function evaluations. If one of a or ß is zero, or if a = ß, the

expression contains only four terms while, using (1.8), we find

(1.9) <R(0, 0)/= (2a)2/(0, 0).

In n dimensions the definition is a straightforward generalisation of (1.8). In terms

of the n ! permutations

(1.10) P =

we write

<Riaia2 ■ ■ ■ an)f

il-H) a"   v>    x^ ^   ^ ,, .
= —,2-,    2-,   ■ ■ ■   2-,   2-,fi^iap1a,\2ap2a,---,\naPna).

ra ! X,=±l X2=±l Xn«=±l   P

Each basic rule (R(aia2 ••■«,) is defined by a set iaia2 ■ ■ • an) of non-negative

coefficients a. Any permutation of these coefficients a defines the same operator

(R(«iO!2 • - • an).

As in the case in one dimension, any n-dimensional integration rule R, having

the same symmetry as the basic rules, may be expressed as a weighted sum of them.

The most general composite rule is defined by the operator

(1.12) R= E?#(«i(V5)---a„(,)),

t We make the obvious restriction a¡ ^ ak for i ¿¿ k.
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with the condition ......

(1.13) .    £fe-l.

This condition ensures that the integral of /(x) = 1 is given correctly by (1.12).

The decomposition (1.12) is unique if we make the notational restrictions

(1.12a) 0 á ai(i) á a2U) Ú ■■■ è otnU)       (all/),

and there exists for all / j¿ k a subscript i such that

(1.12b) at(i) * a/*',        / * k.

We now define the convolution product of two basic rules ; this is another basic

rule defined by

(1.14) (Riaia2 ■ ■ ■ ar)*<Rißiß2 • ■ • ß.) = (Riaxa2 ■ - - ar/3A • • • 0,).,     .

Thus the convolution product of an r-dimensional and s-dimensional basic rule is

an integration rule in r + s dimensions. Remembering that the order of the pa-

rameters that define a basic rule is immaterial, we see that this product is commu-

tative and associative.

To avoid later confusion it should be emphasised that the convolution product

rule operator is not simply the product of two lower-dimensional rule operators,

but is a normalised symmetric sum of many such products. We write, for an n-

dimensional operator, n subscripts which indicate the dimension in which they

operate. Thus

<Rviß)fix,y) = a{fix,ßa) + /(x, - ßa)}

and

<Rxia)-<Ryiß)fix,y)

= a2{fiaa,ßa) +fi-aa,ßa) + fi+aa, -ßa) + fi~aa, -ßa)}.

This is not the same as Ä(a)*Ä(/3), which is given by (1.8) above. We see that

(Ria)*(Riß)fix,y) = (Ria, ß)fix, y)

= \{<Rxia)-(Ryiß)fix,y) + (R,(/9) -6V>)/(x, 2/)l

in agreement with (1.8).

The n-dimensional convolution product of the (n — 1 )-dimensional rule

(R(n~l) = <Riaia2 ■ ■ • an_i)

and the one-dimensional rule (R(1) = (R(a„) is given by

rR(1)*rtt(n-1) - 1 V m(n.ffl(n_1)
Ot      *Ul —   —   /   .  \J\xj      W-xiXi ■ ■ ■Xj_lXj + l'"Xn -

n fm\

We use only the convolution product in the remainder of this paper and make no

further use of subscripts to indicate the dimension in which a rule operates.

As mentioned above, any symmetric rule R may be expressed as a sum of basic

rules. We write

R = E €j«y,
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and

s = £ r»(R*.

We define the convolution product of R and S as the integration rule

T = R*S = (E £i<Ri)*(£ h<Rk) = E E MVM<R* ,

the product (R¡*(Rk having been defined in (1.14). It is easy to show that T is, in-

deed, an integration rule and that the product of composite rules is commutative,

associative and distributive. That is, for three rules Rx, R2 and R3,

iRi*R2)f = iR2*Ri)f,

[iRi*R2)*Rs)f = [RMR2*R3)]f,

[&*(&& + bK,)]f = U2Ri*R2)f + hsRi*R3)f,

so long as, in the third case, R2 and R3 are of the same dimension.

Cases of particular interest are the conventionally termed n-dimensional pro-

duct rules

(#)" = R*R* ••• *R.

For example, if R is Simpson's rule R$ given by equation (1.3), then the three-

dimensional Product Simpson rule ÄPS3 is

Äps3= (Äs)3= (§<R(0)+§öt(l))3

= ^01(0, 0, 0) + ¿f(R(l, 0, 0) + TrV(R(l, 1, 0) + ^<R(1, 1, 1).

However, there are many n-dimensional rules which are not product rules (though

all are weighted sums of product rules). These include, for example, the three-

dimensional centre and vertex rule

Äcv3 = §01(0,0,0) +1<R(1, 1, 1).

2. The Error Expansion in One Dimension. In this section we investigate what

we term the 'error' involved in using a particular rule R. By the convenient term

'error' we refer to the difference between the exact integral 7/ and the exactly

calculated approximation Ria)f. We do not include in this paper any discussion of

rounding or truncation errors. We deal first with the one-dimensional basic rule

(Ria). An adaption of the Euler-Maclaurin expansion leads to an expansion of

the error (Ria)f — If in terms of the integrals of the even order derivatives of /.

This expansion is given in (2.7) below. We outline an elementary derivation of

(2.7) here. We may expand various quantities in power series as follows:

(Ria)f = aifi-aa) + fiaa))

= 2a{/(0) + °^f"i0) + ^/<iV)(0) + - - •}

(2.2)        // = £/(*) dx = 2a|/(0) + ^/"(0) + ^/<iv)(0) + • • •

(2.1)

and
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We eliminate/(O) from these equations to find

(2.3) (Ria)f - If = 2a{(«* - l) a2/"(0) + (£ - l) aV°*>(0) + ■ • j.

If we write down (2.2) with/(2,)(x) replacing/(x), we find

(2.4) £/(to,(*) dx = 2a{/^(O) + ^/(2*+2,(0) + • • j ;

eliminating/'(0) from (2.3) and (2.4) with 8=1 leads to

aw/-//-.-(¡! -1)//«*=     '

+-{{(b- à) -sG!-«K',(o)+■■•}•
Elimination of/<IV,(0) between (2.5) and (2.4) with s = 2 gives explicitly the

first two terms of the expansion, namely

«(«)/ - // = £{-i + «} /^ dx

(2.6) *■ j

This procedure may be continued indefinitely. The expansion takes the form

(2.7) «(«)/ - // = £ au*.ia) ff^ix) dx,
«-1 J-o

where C2,(a) are functions of a, two of which are explicitly determined in (2.6).

For later convenience we define

(2.8) Coia) = 1.

The coefficients c2,ia) may be determined most easily by using a generating

function technique. We insert the function

(2.9) fix) =^cosh^
a a

into (2.7) and carry out the various operations analytically. This leads directly to

the generating function:

(2.10) ¿c^^-^.GU,,).
i—o sinn <p

This generating function may be used to find c2s(0) and C2,(a) for certain rational

values, in particular, c2s(l) and c2s(l/2). c2s(0) is the coefficient of ¡p2' in the power

expansion of <p cosech <p. This gives the following value, in terms of the Bernoulli

numbers.

(2.11) c2s(0) = (-l)r(22r-2)ß2r_1/(2r)!.
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We also find directly from the generating function that

(2.12) c2e(l/2) = c,.(0)/2*

and

(2.13) cuil) = -c(0)/(l - 2'-2r).

To find c2,ia) we rewrite the generating function (2.10) in the form

(2.14) £c2r(0)*,2r cosh a<p = £c2r(aVr.

The coefficient of <p2r in this leads to an expression for c2s(a) in terms of a and c2((0)

with t ^ s, namely

(2.15) Ci.ia) = c(0) + |j Cu-2i0) + |y CJ.-4Í0) '+•••+ §i c*(0).

Other methods (in certain cases simpler) of finding c2,ia) are given in the Appendix.

Using the properties of Bernoulli numbers, we may show

(2.16) Lim (-l)VrC2r(a) = 2 cos air,

and this asymptotic form is surprisingly accurate for relatively small values of 2r.

In fact, one may write

(2.17) c2ria) = fcll' (cos air + e),

where | e | < .02 for 2r > 6 and | a | < 1.

Using (2.11) and (2.15) above, we find

Co(a) = 1,

1/1.2

(2.18)

c2(«) =211,-3 + «

c4(a)=l{¿-2a2 + aj,

,   ,       1 Í127      124   2   .  98   4      28   •   ,     ■
C8(a)=8!\l5  _"3"a  +T"  "Ta  +a

Having discussed the error term for the basic rules (Ria) in one-dimensional

quadrature, we now turn to the composite rules R. Let us calculate the expansion

of Rf - If. Since

(2.19) R - E €i<R(«i),

and

(2.20) 1 = £ Í,,

it appears that

(2.21) Rf-If= Efi(<R(«i)/ - //),
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and the expansion is of similar form to (2.7). We writet

(2.22) cuiR) = £&*.(<*,),

and find

(2.23) Rf - If = a2c2iR) j /(2)(x) dx + a'c^R) j /(4)(x) dx + • • •.

We simplify this expression by introducing another linear operator ß2,iR), where

(2.24) &,(«)/ = a2"c2.(ß) //<2,)(x) dx.

The operator ßa is identical to I because, as a formal result of (2.8) and (2.22), we

have

(2.25) CoiR) = 1.

(2.7) may be written
00

(2.26) Rf - If = £ ßu(R)f.«-i

We note that the degree d of a rule R may determine some of the coefficients

C2,(ß). If R is of degree d = 2i + 1, then Rf — If is zero whenever / is a poly-

nomial of degree less than or equal to d. We consider in turn / = x2, x*, • • • , x(d-1)

in (2.26) above. These give d linear equations for c2s(ß) which have the simple

solution

(2.27) cuiR) =0,    1 <2s <d.

The construction of high-degree rules may be effected by substituting into this

equation the expansion (2.22). The equations so found are nonlinear simultaneous

equations and are simply related to those obtained by requiring the appropriate

integrals to be fitted exactly.

3. The n-Dimensional Error Expansion. In n dimensions the general procedure

is similar to that in one dimension. The generalisation of the expansion (2.7) may

be obtained in an analogous way. We may make the n-dimensional Taylor expansion

(Riaia2 ••• <%,)/- (2a)7(0,0, • • • , 0)

(3,l) L (On^ Ya*   T    ri F 32rf 1
+  (2<X)    kl a     Zir-r ̂ ^-^ Idxf'dxf*  ■ ■ ■  ÓX2"_|o'

the subscript zero on the square bracket indicating that the partial derivative is

evaluated at the point (0, 0, •• -, 0) ; the summation over s, includes all sets of

non-negative integers s¡ whose sum is r.

We also use the expansion

(3.2)

l0 N» * r ¡>2rf 1      .r f Vf -
(2a) a   \_dx^dx2n ... dx^jo - a   ¿ dx^dxf, ... dx^ d x

~ (2a)" S x£. 8«»««-w«°,H  Lw*I+2,1ax22'2+2i2 • • • dxn*">+it*l

t For notational convenience, cu(a) is written for ci,((R(a)). These numbers are referred

to as error coefficients.
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These expansions are the generalisations of (2.1) and (2.4). The coefficients d

and e are numbers which may depend on ax, a2, • • ■ , an , but not on a or /.

We now carry out the same procedure that we have already described in Section

2. We use (3.2) with r = 0 to eliminate/0 from (3.1). We then use (3.2) with r = 1

and different choices of s< to eliminate the second-order derivatives in the resulting

expression. We may carry on this elimination indefinitely to obtain

(3.3)       */-//=£ a2« 2£   w*.<«) I dx^dj7... dXn^ **.

where the error coefficients c2,l2ï2...2S„(ol) depend only on the parameters which

define (R, namely, ai ,a2, • • • ,an.

We define the operator ß2,i<R) as follows:

(3 4) Mot)/ = a2'  £   c2,lt.i...2,ni<R)  /        2si     2s2-r—^ dnx.
2>j=s Jh oxi   ox2     • • • axn

For the purpose of being quite explicit, we write out in full the first few ß2si<R).

These are

(3.5) ft(<R)/ = a2C2oo...(öl)  í tiP-2 d"x,
Jh <-i dx?

(3.6) ß<i<R)f = a'cm...i<R) f £ |^ d"x + ¿Cno-M f £    Ê    -A-.te,
Je .-i dx¿4 J« »=i i=i;i*i dxfdxf

ßti(R)f = a6cv,oo...((R) ( £ |^ dnx + a6c42o...((R) Í £ £ t-$-. d"x

+ a6C222...((R) f £    £ £       .   J^.   2d"x.
Jh <=l i-l;ir*i k=i-,k*i;k*j OXilOXfdXkl

The number of subscripts attached to each error coefficient is the same as the number

of dimensions. Thus, if n = 2, the third group of terms in ß»i(R)f, i.e., those with

coefficient (^¡iSi), does not exist. The number of separate terms in ß2si<R) in n

dimensions is in + s — l)!/(s!(n — 1)!).

The expansion (3.3) may now be written
00

(3.8) «/-// = EM«)/,
«=1

which is formally exactly the same as in the one-dimensional case (2.26), the differ-

ence being in the generalisation of the operators (R, I and ß2s.

We now determine the coefficients c2„l2si...2l,ni(R) corresponding to the basic

rule öl(a1a2 • • • a„). We write in (3.3) the function:

(3.9) fix) = ("*i cosh 5^1 k2 cosh ̂ 1 • • • [~£= cosh ̂ 1.
[_a a JL« aj        L« a  J

Carrying out all the implied differentiation and integration, we find
00

E   E   C2,ii>t—i»n<pi Sl<p22 • ■ ■ <Pn "" sinh <pi sinh <p2 - • • sinh ¡p„
a=l Zsj=s

= —;; £ ¡pi cosh aPl(pi<p2 cosh c*p2<p2 • • • <p» cosh apn<p„
n\ p

— sinh <pi sinh y>2 • • • sinh <p„ .
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The summation symbol on the right of this equation was defined after equation

(1.10). Rearrangement of this expression and introduction of the one-dimensional

generating function G(a, <p) of (2.10) leads to

00

2-1    C2,i2,j...2.„¥>1     Ipt        • ■ ■  <Pn

(3.11) -02«>- i

= +—.¿2Giapl,<pi)GiaPt,<p2) ••• GiaPn,<pn),
71!    p

with the convention

(3.12) cm...o(<R) = +1.

Inserting the expansion for G(a, <p) in terms of the one-dimensional coefficients

Cj,(a), and considering the coefficient of <pi2*V22M • ■ • «p,,2*", we find

(3.13) C2,j2.,...2,„(<R(aia2 • • • a„)) = —. £ c2,,(ap1)c!¡„(ap1) • • • Cu%iarn),

where the subscript P indicates (as in the definition in (1.11)) that we sum over

the n! terms obtained by replacing the numbers PiP2 • • -Pn by the n! permutations

of 1, 2, • • • , n in turn.

Equation (3.13) may be rewritten

(3.14) c2.12.j...2.„(ai(aia2 ••■ a„)) = —: £ C2„1(ai)c28,(as) ••• C2an(a„),
n\  p

where o< = sPj .

That is to say, we may permute the subscripts 8i, s2, • • • , s„ instead of the

parameters ai,a2, - • • ,an. Since we sum over all the permutations, (3.14) is

simply a reordering of (3.13).
As an example of this formula, we apply it to the face centre rule in three dimen-

sions ÄFC3 = 01(1, 0, 0). This gives

C2í12«j2í,(AfC3)

(3.15)
= i{c2n(l)c2.,(0)c2.,(0) +c2,I(0)c2,1 il)ou,i0) +ca.1(0)c..(0)c,,J(l)}.

We note that c2oo(#fc3) may be evaluated using equations (2.18) and is zero.

Thus 61(1, 0, 0) is at least of degree three.
The results extend to composite rules in a straightforward manner, in the same

way as in one dimension. We write

(3.16) R = £ ¿,(R;

and

(3.17) I - £ fy .

Then we find, as before,

(3.18) Rf-If-HtiW-If),
i

and so the expansion is the weighted sum of the expansion of 01/ — // given by

(3.8) above. We introduce the notation

(3.19) c2.lS.,...2.„(ñ) = £ €/0h,i.,...b.(<Ry)
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and

(3.20) ß2,iR) = EfA.CfR,-).

This gives at once

Rf - if - £ a2' £ *.„.,...,..(«) /    ,    2f;       28„ d"x
.-i       S.i-, Jndxi ldx2     ••• dx„

= £ A.(Ä)/.»-i

The degree d = 2i + 1 of a rule R is related to the error coefficients c2ei2ei...2tniR)

in a similar way to the one-dimensional relation (2.27). For a rule of degree d

it is necessary that all functions xi^'x/'2- • .Xn2"", where £2s< < d, should be inte-

grated exactly. By writing these functions in turn in (3.21) we find a set of linear

equations in C2Sl2<2...2.„(#) whose solution is

(3.22) C2S12S2...2,„(ß) = 0,    1 < £2s< < d.

An example is the n-dimensional corner and vertex rule ßcv defined by

Rev = î«(0, 0, • • • , 0) + i«(l, 1, • • • , 1).

The error coefficients C2Sl2»2..2s„(ñcv) of this rule are then

C2«12S2--2sn(Äcv)   =   §Ci«iüfS"-2<n(öl(0, 0,   •••   ,0))

(3.23) + ^„....„„«Rd, 1, •■-,!))

= §c2si(0)c2.2(0)..-c2s„(0) + Wl)c2S2(l).--c2i„(l).

We note that c2oo...o(Äcv) = 0, and so this rule is at least of degree three.

Formula (3.13) expresses an error coefficient of the convolution product of

basic rules in terms of the error coefficients of each one-dimensional constituent

rule of the product. We now show that a result of this type holds for the convolu-

tion product of composite rules. We consider the product of rules R(1)Rm • - -R(n).

Each of these may be expressed in terms of basic rules and we call the coordinates

required ax ,a2, • • • ,at.  Thus

(3.24) Ä(<) = £ {/"«(ay),        i - 1, • • • ,n.
j-i

In general, some, but not all, of the coordinates £yC,) are zero. Using (3.24) and

(3.19) we see that

C2Sl2»S"ü8n(Ä   *R   *---*R")

t    i í

= ££•••   Ef/V" ••• €«(">Cfa1i.1...i..(öl(«y)*(R(at)* ••• *«(«.)).
y-i *=i «>-i

Using (3.13)  this becomes

££■■•£ £y l £*      •••£»"—.£ C2ai(ay)c2î2(a/fc)  • • • c2<,„(al£,),
y—l k—i «,-i 71!   p

where, as before,

g. = sPi .
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Rearrangement of the order of summation in this finite sum gives

-j £ ( £ l¿(1)C2tl(«y) j ( £?/2>C291(at) J • • • ( £ £t/n)C24n(<-.») J

and this is

-.Z^JR^CniR™) ■■■c2tniRM).
n\  p

Since the q¡ are a permutation of the s( we finally obtain

(3.25) cult.t...»%iRití*Rw* • ■ • *ß<B)) = ^Ti^iR^^iR1^) • • • CU.ÍR™).
ni p

This is a generalisation of (3.13) to composite rules. This formula is particularly

useful in the case where Ä(1), Rí2), ■ • • , Ä(n) are all the same rule R. We find

(3.26) c2si2.2...2sn(ñ*i) = culiR)emiR) ■ ■ -cí..(B).

Using this equation it is trivial to verify that if R is of degree d so is Rn. The error

coefficients of the Product Simpson rule

(3.27) Äps= (§(R(0) + ioi(l))n

are given by

C2«12s2".2«„(-ßps)

(3.28)
= (K,(0) + Wi))(W0) + K,d)) ••• (K.(0) + ic2.n(i)).

This calculation is more straightforward than expanding the product rule and

determining the coefficients of each term separately. That would lead to an ex-

pression, whose value is identical to (3.28), but fully expanded as the sum of 2"

products, each of n terms.

4. Cytolic Integration. In the practice of numerical integration it is often con-

venient or advantageous to divide the region of integration into small hypercubic

cells and to use a simple integration rule in each. (See, for example, Miller [3] (1960),

or Mustard, Lyness and Blatt [5] (1963).)t
We suppose that the hypercube H defined by | x¡ | < a (t = 1, • • • , n) has

been divided up into r" equal hypercubic subdomains fly (/ = 1, 2, • • • , rn),

each having side length

(4.1) 2h = 2a/r.

We may use the same rule R in each subdomain and obtain the final integral by

adding up the rn contributions so obtained. This, of course, corresponds to using a

much more complicated rule Ä(r> over the whole hypercube H. We introduce the

t The terms cytolic and holistic were introduced by Mustard [6] (1964). Cytolic (Greek:

Kin-OS = vessel) is used to describe integration by division into cells, and holistic (Greek:

éXos = whole) to describe integration treating the whole domain at once. An equivalent defi-

nition appears to be that, with the exception of the above-mentioned references, holistic inte-

gration refers to the integration techniques discussed in the literature and cytolic integration

to techniques used in practice.
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notation 7y(r)/ for the integral of / over the hypercube fly(r) and ßy(r)/ for the numeri-

cal approximation to l/T)f obtained by applying rule R to this hypercube.

We illustrate this notation in one dimension. Simpson's rule RB has the form

(4.2) Raf = (f(R(0) + i<R(l))/ = 2am-a) + |f(0) + #(<*)}.

In practice, it is by no means unusual to break the region of integration up into r

equal smaller regions and use Simpson's rule on each. Thus we might write, in the

case r = 3,

ßs(3)/

(4-3) 2a
= f \ifi-a) + ifi-h) + hfi-ha) + f/(0)_+ ma) + f/(fa) + ifia)}.

This is the sum of three expressions, the first of which is

(4.4) «/»/ = ~ {¿/(-a) + îfi-îa) + ¿/(-¿a)}.

Moreover, Ä8<3) is expressible as the sum of basic rules. We see that

(4.5) fi8(3) = ¿(R(l) + ¿01(f) + *R(i) + |(R(0).

As rules such as Rw are in frequent use it is of interest to calculate their error

coefficients. Calculated in the straightforward way by means of such expressions

as (4.5) above, this could be quite lengthy. In fact, of course, the error coefficients

of a rule ñ<r) are simply related to the error coefficients of R. We determine this

relation below. We may write, for the error,

(4.6) RMf - // = £ (fí/r) - //'>)/.
¿-i

The expansion of R¡~r)f — 7y(r)/ is given in Section 3 by (3.21) if we replace a by A

and use the appropriate region of integration fly. We find:

(4.7) R/'V - l/r)f = £ fc* E  *.ltoi...*.(Ä) /  ax^,JJ    a*. d"x-
i=l        2sj-8 Jh¡ OXi    ox2       ■    ■  axn

We obtain the total error by summing (4.7) with/ = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,r". Since/ occurs

on the right-hand side only in the definition of the region of integration fly and not

in the integrand, and these regions are distinct and combine to form fl, we find

(4.8) RMf - If - £ Ä*  £  C2si282..,s„(ß) / /J 23n d"x.
«=i       2«j-. Jh dXi  1dx2  2  • • • dxn "

This error expansion is almost identical to the expansion of Rf — If given by (3.3),

the only difference being that h2s occurs instead of a2s on the left-hand side. Thus

we may make use of the operators /32s(ß) of (3.20) to obtain

(4.9) Ä<r)/-//=£lft.(ß)/.
.-i r"
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This expression is the basis of the "Progressive Procedure" (Lyness and McHugh

[2] (1963)). The required relations are simply

(4.10) ßuiRM)=\ßuiR)
r"

and

(4.11) C2,12,2...2.„(Älr,)   =   -^C2,12,j...2,„(Ä).><r)> 1

5. The Number of Function Evaluations. One of the goals of the analysis of

integration rules is to determine which rule requires fewest function evaluations to

obtain a result of particular accuracy or degree. Thus an. important property of

any integration rule R is the number of points at which it is necessary to evaluate

the function. If the rule is used over a single hypercubic domain to obtain Rf or

fly<r)/ we define viiR) to be this number.

It is straightforward to determine the number of points used by a basic rule. If

(5.1) <R = öl(0)no*öl(ai)B1*(R(a2)ni«. • •♦«(a*)"*,

where

(5.2) no + «i + n2 + • • • + nk = n

and

then

0 < ai < a2 • • • < a* ,

(5.3) *,(«) =
7io ! rii ! n2 ! • • • n* !

The points at which function evaluation is necessary are different for different

basic rules. Thus if

(5.4) Ä =  £ Èyffly ,

it follows that

(5.5) VliR)  =   £ Vl(Öly).
i

In the case of cytolic integration in which the domain of integration is divided

into r" separate regions, the question of counting the number of points may be

complicated. We define the effective number of evaluation points per subdomain as

(5.6) VriR) = p; PiiRM).

If the rule R uses only points in the interior of each cell, the total number of function

evaluations required by R{r) is simply

(5.7) xi(Ä<r)) = rnVliR)

and, in this case,

(5.8) vr(R) = niR).
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However, in practice a considerable reduction in the number of function evalua-

tions results in cytolic integration by employing a rule R which uses points on the

boundary of the domain. This is because a single function evaluation at such a

point provides values for two or more different subdomains. Thus, for such rules,

(5.9) xi(Ä(r))< r"n(Ä),

and the number of points per subdomain satisfies

(5.10) Vr(R) < vxiR).

We define

(5.11) p(Ä) = lim PAR).

In an integration region in which the effect of the boundaries is negligible, it is

p(ñ) and not viiR) which is the pertinent number of points to consider.

The calculation of v, and v for basic rules and composite rules follows the same

lines as the calculation of vi . In (6.2), if ak (the largest of the a,-) is not equal to

one, we have

(5.12) vri(R) = vi(R) = vii(R).

If ak is one, we find

(5.13) Vri(R) = (^j^Jk "i(«)

and

(5.14) *i(R) = 2'n"vii<R).

Again we find for the composite rule R given by (5.4) that

(5.15) VriR)   =   E Cr((Ry)

and

(5.16) *iR) = £*(<Ry).

V may be very different from v. For example, the face centre rule in three dimensions

Ryc% and the centre and vertex rule in three dimensions ÄCv3 are both rules of degree

three (see (3.15) and (3.23) above) and both give comparable error estimates. A

decision about which to use may rest on the number of points. We find

(5.17) VriRvcz) = 3(r + l)/r

and

7r(ficV3)   =   *,( 01(0,0,0))   +   »-,(01(1,1, 1))

(5.18) -> + (r4i)'-

In particular,

viiRvcz) = 6,

"liRcvd) = 9,

and so over a single domain ÄFC3 might be preferred.
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However,

"(Arca) = 3,

P(ÄCV3) = 2,

and so over a large subdivided domain the opposite preference might be made. For

example, if r = 10, we find Rr£l requires 3300 function evaluations and Revi re-

quires 2331.
This simple example indicates clearly that Gaussian type rules, although superior

for holistic integrations, may be very inferior for cytolic integrations. The question

of the sharing of points between subdomains and the design of rules which do this

are of utmost importance.

This complicating aspect of the point counting means that we have to take into

consideration for each rule not merely one number viiR), but the function iv(/2),

or at the very least the two numbers n and v.

In Tables I and II the values of d, v, v and vr are attached to the corresponding

rule. The n-dimensional product rule (ß)n has values of vr satisfying

(5.19) *((«)") = MR))'
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Appendix. Properties of Error Coefficients. This Appendix contains certain

miscellaneous properties of the error coefficients; most of these properties may be

proved using elementary algebra, and their proof is only briefly indicated here.

We may derive a relation by the direct substitution of any function and any

rule into (2.23). For example, if we put/(x) = x2n, and use R = £ fyöl(ay), we

find the set of equations

E h «/" =
(2n)!

(A.l)
co(fi)

+
ctiR)

(2n + 1)!      (2n - 1)
+

,    C2n-2(fi)     ,    CiniR)

31 1!

Table I

Certain well-knovm one-dimensional integration rules together with their degree d

and the values of vi and v.
In one dimension, v, = in + (r — l)v)/r.

Vl

Trapezoidal
One Point

<R(D
01(0)

Two Point Newton Cotes
Three Point Simpson

<R(*)
§<R(0) + i<R(l)

Four Point Newton Cotes
Five Point Newton Cotes

i<R(i) + *R(1)
-A«(0) + H<R(i) + A«(D

Two Point Gaussian
Three Point Gaussian

<R(Vi)
t<R(o) + mvi)
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This relation may be used to find successively the error coefficients for a sophisti-

cated composite rule R. It is of particular use if the rule is of high degree.

The values of c2,(a) for certain values of a, namely, 0, §, and 1, may be simply

obtained from the generating function. This is done in Section 2 and the results are

listed in (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13). To obtain the numerical values for a = $ or

a = § we consider the identity (see Section 4) :

(A.2) ((R(D)(3) = !«(*) +*<R(1).

The error coefficient relation (4.11) and (A.2) above lead to

(((R(l))(3)) - ¿o.(D -
(A.3) 32'

= fan) + WD.
Thus

(A.4) CtoQ = l(_í + _¿.),,(!),

where c2,(l) is given by (2.13). A similar procedure leads to

(A.5) ""(l)^ (-1 + §L)*(0).
The further exploitation of relations such as (A.2) gives relations between error

coefficients but not their actual values.

(A.4) and (A.5) may be derived from the generating function (2.10) directly

using the identity

(A.6) 2 cosh 5 ¡p sinh \ <p = cosh \ <p sinh <p — sinh $ <p cosh <p.

It sometimes occurs that we know the error coefficients of an in — ^-dimen-

sional rule Ä(n 1J and we are interested in the error coefficients of the n-dimensional

rule R(n~u*R. The relevant result is

l   "
(A.7) C2,12.i...2.n(Ä "       *R)    =   - 2-1 C2«i--2»i-l2»i + l"-2i„(ß "        )C2,ÍÍR).

n tDi

This may be proved in the case that fíu_1> and R are basic rules by manipulation

of (3.11). The extension to composite rules is trivial.
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